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On Chapter XIII of Biographia Literaria 
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\Vhile partly writing, partly dictating from his notebooks, Biographia Literaria to 
John Morgan in the summer of 1815, Coleridge reduced his dosage of laudanum 
and suffered from heavy withdrawal symptoms. 1 His compulsion to talk and 
\\,'fite, as well as his frustration, was increased by the deadline: he had to finish the 
work by September. Th e book therefore became a symptom of withdrawal. 

The Biog,raphia, imcnJcd as a preface (or prelude) to the two-volume book o f 
poetry, Sibylline Leaves (1817), has long been interpreted as Coleridge's version of 
the "Growth of a Poet's \-1ind." The collection of poems opened with The Rime of 
the Ancient Mariner alrc1dy supplemented with the metafictional glossary, and 
included, for the first time in print, the later canonised version of Effusion XXXV 
77Je Eolian Harp .2 It also contained several other conversation poems, such as To 
William Wordsworth. Though the collection of poems "has been entitled 
smYLLINE LEA YES, in allusion to the fragmentary and widely scattered state in 

I Cf. J. Engel! and W . J. Bale's preface to Biographia Liieraria, in: The CullccLcd Works Of Samuel 
Taylor Colerulge, eds. J. Eni;cll & W. J. B.uc (London: PrinccLOu UP, 1983), Vol. 7, p. Iii. All further 
references to Bwgraphia Lilcr,ma (henceforward BL) concern this edition, uulcss otherwise noted. 
2 For the an.1lym of E/jit5ion ,l!ld the changes turning it mto "/1,c Eoli,111 I /,np, ,cc my "Conveniuh 
Sii;ns: Coleridi;c: Effusion XXXV," in Thu1naChronisT(2001) 19-38 . 
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which they luvc long suffered to remain,"' it tellingly cxcl11clcd the three most 
Lunuus ol Coleridge's 'lr;1t-;111elll poems,' Kuh/a Khan, Chris1abcl .mJ the Pains of 
Sleep, despite the foct that they lud .1lrcacly been published in a 1816 volume. 

111 my .1rticlc in the 2001 issue of 7hc An,,Clmmi sT, I followed the general 
criticd trrnd in cxpbinint-; the subsequent modificitions of the 1798 version of 
Lj/imn11 XXXXV into its 1817 ve rsion, The Eolian llarp, b y .1rguing that without 
1hc 111ml rclc v:1I1t exci siollS (tlut of the footnote) .111d in sertion s (that of the "one 
Life" theme), the poem would have even m o re os tensibl y subverted the aesthetic 
.rnd /o r moral principles it was supposed to deda!"l' . As a general assumption , we 
even ventured tl1e claim th.1t in poetic pr.1nicc the withdr;iw,1ls were commonly 
l·,irried out surreptitiousl y , with the complete dLicement o f their mark of 
excisio n, the trace of their past existence. 

In this paper, I will foll ow an opposite path: investig ating a false mark of 
withdrawal, I will endeav o ur to exa mine .1 passage that deliberately subverts the 
theory it is supposed to hround: the letter, written by a fictitious friend, which 
precedes the definition of l111agirut ion :it the rnd o l ch:1ptcr XIH of Biogrnphia 
Li1cr,1ri,1. 

Since i11 the m os t cek l,r.1ted chJptn, "O n the 1magi11atio 11, or escmpbstic 
power ," the ",nnl wr" imerrupt s himself in the middl e of his philosophi cal 
di squi siti on .111d i111 rodu ces J letter recommending him to rnpprcss the wh o le 
chapter ln)m the hook: 

Tl111s f.ir l1.1d the work heen trcrnscril1l'd for the pres s, w h en I received the 
!ollow1ng ll'tlcr fro111 .1 friend, whose i,1·.1ctic.1l judg ement I have h.1d .1111pk 
rt', tso n to cstim,\lc .111d revere ... 

I l he letter foll ows] 
In consequence of this very judicious letter[ ... J l sk ill co nt ent myself for 

the pr esent w ith st,ll inh the main result of the ch,1pter, ,vhich I Juve reserved 
for Llut future puh lic.1t1011, a deL1ilcd prospectus of which the reader will find 
.1t th e rl ose o f the SL'Cond volu me . 

The i111.1gi11.\lll)l1 t iic·n I co nsider cit hn .1, pri111,1ry, or scc·ond.1ry ... ' 

\Y./c· know lro111 ( .<>lnid ge's pnstl11.1l corrcspondcn cl' th.n the letter was 
wnucn by himself .mcl tlut the p:1rt ul the chapter wh ich "cmmol, when it is 
111·1111cd, ,1111n11111 tu so /1,:!c .1s ,m huniln-d ;i.1.'.!_cs" had never ex isted. As he remarks 

, "/1,c < ·u,11;•l,1t-l' ,w11c.d \\'Im/.·, ,,, .\.11111,cl ·t:,yl,n Co!c,·i.-lg,·. 2 ,·.,k. <'d. 1'.rr1t·,: I l:1rtley Colcridg,· 
( l 'J 12). 
" !JI .. p. \::)~. 
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to Thomas Curtis, "that letter addressed to my self as from a friend, at the dose of 
the first volume of the Literary Life [ ... ) was written without taking my pen off 
the p..ipcr except to dip it in the inkstand."' Thus, the definition of Imagination 
has remained groundless, or else, abstracted from its alleged but ..ictually missing 
ground. 

The reason why this chapter is so idiosyncratic in the Coleridge canon is 
twofold: on the one hand, though we arc accustomed to a self-editorial work 
erasing the changes, the withdrawal of the pages refers to a self-editorial process 
presenting a non-existent change; and on the other band, though Coleridge bas 
the most often been charged with plagiarism/' or the unacknowledged 
appropriation of someone else's voice, the introduction of the fictitious friend c;m 
be interpreted ;1s the dis::ippropriation of one's ow n. Cons equently, although the 
letter, as well as Coleridge's plagiarisms, has "often been glossed over in the 
interpretation of the Bwgraphia as a device of deferment or dissimulation [of 
bck)," 7 we nuy endeavour to interpret the intrusion of the letter as a simulation 
or counterfeit creating the effect of some hundred pages that arc and have always 
been absent. 

Critical writings making any comment on the intrusion of the fictitious 
friend tend to deal either with the functi on and the structural necessity of the 
letter in the Biographia, as a whole, or attempt to "idemify" the persona created in 
and by the letter. 

One of the most thought-provoking analyses of Chapter XIII was offered in 
1977 by Gayatri Spivak who, in her L1canian reading of Chapters Xll-XIII, 
shows the gaps and logical slippages in Coleridge's argumentation in order to 
demonstrate that "the letter :is a whole is the paradigm of th e 'symbolic' [ ... ) a 
mark of castrati on[ ... ) that allows the Law [the final definiti on of Imagination) to 
spring forth f ull-flcdgcd." 1 With this analysis, she opened the space for subsequent 
critics who interpreted the friend as the intru sion of some "male Will balancing 
the spontaneous effusions in the Biograph1a. "'1 Though Nigel Leask himself docs 
not specifically allude cll11L:, to the letter or to the friend, his overall comment on 

.'i HL, p . 300, editor's note 3. 
!, The 1mplic.n1om of Co leridge's pi.1giarisms Ill die p.1r,1digm of Rom .111ttc Irony, as well as 
Coleridge's rel.nion to the Romantic Iroms ts or the similarities between Im ,n iung practice and d1,ll 
of F riednch Schlegel do not constitute the central issue of tlm paper. 
7 David S. Ferris, "Coleridge's Ventriloqu y," Studies m Ronianuwm [SiR] 2.\ (Spnng 1985), p. 71. 
8 Gayatri Sp1v.1k, "The Lener as a Cutting Edge," Yale French Swdies (1977), p. 220. 
9 Nigel Leask, "Shelley's Magnetic Ladies," p. 61. 
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the Biographia could typify the prevailing critical opinion concerning the letter. 
Leslie Erisman, for instance, identifies the friend with the "person from Porlock" 
of the Preface to Kubla Khan, arguing that he is "the natural man who keeps 
getting in the way of the poet." 1° Following Moore's remark that "Coleridge 
perceived his inadequacies, his procrastinations, and what he called his 'diseased 
volition,' as particularly feminine traits which made him a lesser man, and not so 
manly a poet, as say, John Donne or \Xlordsworth," 11 we might even claim that 
Kenneth R. Johnston, in endeavouring to demonstrate that the fictitious friend is 
Wordsworth himself; "albeit a Wordsworth who speaks in playful Coleridgcan 
ironies" 12 (?!), is completely in line with his predecessors. Johnston's 
argumentation itself, however, is worthy of consideration, since it docs not only 
allude to the manifold relationships between Wordsworth's Recluse and the 
Biographia itself as whole, but also makes a thorough inter-textual analysis to 
demonstrate that "several parts of the letter can be regarded as a Coleridgean 
complement to the 'gothic church' in the preface to The Excursion." 

Richard Holmes, the biographer, also follows the beaten path, since he 
identifies the friend with Sarai) (Coleridge's wife), who, as our previous analysis 
has shown, H can also be considered as the personification of masculinity, of some 
castrating power, contrasting not only Asra (Coleridge's love) but the imaginary 
maids or Mme Roland from Effusion as well. 

There arc two readings which seem to stand out from the critical trend. The 
first is Jerome Christcnsen's 1

' who, contradicting Gayatri Spivak, interprets the 
letter as the return of the repressed from the unconscious "structured like 
language," while through the close reading of the Biographia and its marginal 
method he demonstrates Coleridge's anxieties to become "merely a man of 
letters." 16 Meanwhile, "not by argument or revelation is Coleridge delivered to the 
imagination, returned to himself, and rescued from the fate of becoming merely a 
man of letters," Christensen writes, "he is saved by a blank counter [i.e. by the 

10 Leslie Brisman, Romantic Orzgins (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1978). 
11 J. Moore, "Land of the Gi.mts," in Beyond Rom.inllci.sm, p. 158. 
12 Kenneth R. Johnston, Wordsworth and The Recluse (London, New I-l.1ven: Yale UP), pp 341-359. 
13 Richard Holmes, Darker Rtjlcccions (London: I-larpcr Collins, 1998), p. 400. 
14 Cf. Tim,1r, "Conversing Sigm." 
15 Jerome Christensen, Coleridge's Blessed Machine of Lang11,1ge (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1981), 
pp. 161-175. 
16 Cf. HL, Ch. 1, p. 229. 
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letter of the 'man of lcuers'] which the fancy alights on and letters into a man." 17 

The second ;malysis that can hardly be put in line with the others is Kathleen M. 
Wheeler's, 18 who pbces the Biographia in the paradigm of Romantic Irony. In a 
hermeneutic reading, she argues that the reader's imaginative activity is required 
to create unity from the fragmentary text. 

Thus, though ,it may well sound obvious to claim with the biographer that 
by the insertion of the letter, and by the allusion to the withdrawal of a hundred 
pages, Coleridge only "acknowledged his inability to ground his theory of 
imagination" and betrayed his frustration at the approaching deadline, 19 we may 
still remark that the letter remains unnecessarily long for this function. 
Furthermore, the fact that this el.iborate literary composition possesses, as its 
reception suggests, much more of the traditional (though undoubtedly undefin-
able) characteristics oi .1 piece oi art than the Biographi,1 itself might make us ask 
further questions. 

What is the role oi the false mark of withdrawal? Why docs a potential 
writing which. consiciering its "effects," cannot be simply bad has to be 
withdrawn? \\'h,n is the power that would make a posited reader "standing on his 
head''? \\'lut is the "orphic tale," the "tale obscure" to be suppressed? And 
cvcntuall:·, what role do the two parts of the letter play? 

The critiol reception of the letter will be ;1s important to our analysis as the 
lcttc:- itself: both the letter and its reception speak around the gap we arc 
imc:-csted in. The em phasis put on the "effect" of a missing o riginal is not only in 
line with post-structuralist literary theories but also with 19th century 
hermeneutics. As Tilottama Rajan claims one can 

u.icc :hrough the eighteenth century the decline of the idea th.1t literature 
should .ipproximatc to painting in o:-dcr to summon up its subject before our 
cycs, .ind its rcpbcement by a Burkc,:;.n .1csthetics of the sublime that makes us 
feel the experience instead of painting it for us. Presence comes to be located 
not in depiction but in an effect, somcthin,c, that l1J.ppcns in thc consciousness 
of the re.1dcr ... 10 

17 Christensen, pp 172-173 . 
18 Kathleen !\-1. \X' hed cr, Sources, Proces;e.< a1; a .'./cihods in Co/end,,,· ·_. Hiugraphia Li1craria 
(C.unbri<l~c. C.unbrid~e UP, 1980). 
19 Holmes, Darker Rcjlectio11s, p. 385. 
20 Tilottama Raj,m. The Supplemrnl uf Reading (!th,1ca: Cornell UP, 1990), p. 17. 
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APPROACf/ES 

How to approach a text that docs not exist and h.1s never existed? Firstly, we may 
assume that the missing passage covered by th e letter is similar to the preceding 
ones (cf. "Thus far had the work been transcribed for the press, when I received 
the following letter from a friend ."). Interestingly, however, the intensity of the 
response it provokes (" the effect on my 11mLerstanding" and "feelings") outdoes by 
far anything that we might have expected after having read the previous twelve 
and a half chapters: as if the first pan of the letter, at least, was an answer given to 
something completely different. 

It has already been remarked that critics who have analysed in detail chapter 
XIII of the Biographia generally interpret the letter either as .i hermeneutic model 
recommended by Coleridge or as the intrusion of the conscious will ("the male 
Will") in an unmasterablc stream of associations. But in acknowledging that with 
the fictitious friend Coleridge introduces a second self, they fail to remark that 
this second self actually enacts two kinds of reading: while in the first part of the 
letter describing th e effect of the chapter on his own "feelings," the friend 
compares the missing chapter to one of "our iargest Gothi c cathedrals in a gusty 
moonlight night of auwmn," in the second part, describing its possible effects on 
the "public" for whom the chapter would be "utterly incomprehensible," he 
present s it .1s the 'fragments of the winding steps of an old ruined wwer." The se two 
"illustrations" are far from being the same, despite the friend's insistence: "and 
what remains look (if I may recur lo my former illustration) lik e the fragments of the 
·wmding steps ... " 

K.ithlccn M. Wheeler argues that Coleridge asks for the reader's imaginary 
activity to reconstruct the "unity of the Biographia" from the "fragments of an old 
ruined tower." Con spicuously however, though the ,·ommon reader can indeed 
sec nothing else but fragments, "the very judici ous" friend himself docs not 
reconstruct the cathedral from the fragments, but "feels" (" the effect on my 
f cclings") as if he was placed in a gothic cathedral. His being somewhat possessed 
by the p.1ges is further cmplusised in the exampl e gi\·cn to illustrate its "effect" on 
his "understanding": as the referen ce to a previ ous footnote suggests, in this state 
of mind "man feels as if he were standing on his head, though he cannot but see 
that he is truly standing on his feet. This [is] ;1 painful sensation," men feel "an 
invo!umary dislike towards their physician" who "reslored" them "from 
derang,cme nt." 
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The identification of the two interpretative models which could permit the 
imaginary reconstructi on of at least some characteristics of the passage allegedly 
withdrawn obviously pose s some insoluble problems: not knowing the "original 
text," we cannot decide what kinds of henneneutics (the study of the relations 
between tcxtuality and reading) arc practised, that is, to what extent we should 
count with the necessary imaginary activity involv ed in (self-)rcception. As a 
result, even if we accept that it is the first part o f thl' letter which can be 
considered as the creative hermeneutic model offered by Coleridge,2' we can still 
draw a scale moving away from text to reading according to the degree to which 
the friend crc,1tes his meaning out of the missing text. Although Coleridge's 
hermeneutics as a whole is beyond the scope of this paper, three brief examples, 
taken from Coleridge him self, may ser\'e to illustrate the many degrees of the 
necessary creative inv oh ·cment of a critic who, unlike the "public" apparently 
despised, engages in a dialogue with the text. 

"Higher Criticism," the endeavour "to unite the insubtcd fragments of truth, 
and there\vitb to frame a perfect mirror [from] a higher point of view ,"22 is 
intended as a model for the hermeneutics of history, the ability to correct the false 
assumptions of the past eras from a supposedly detached vantage point. The 
definition, however, deliberately taken out of its context, can also be regarded ,ls 
the ideal of a reconstructive hermeneutics which requires the reader to synthesise 
and "elevate" into a higher unity the scmered parts of the absent whole. It is 
practised by Wheeler, for instance, who tries to reconstruct the "Unity of the 
Biographia,"21 while considcring it as the metaphor o i its O\V l1 reading. 

At the other end of the scale, that is, the further J'.V;ly from the "letter" of 
the text is the producti on of a completely new meaning ou t of a text considered as 
a mere source of inspi rJti on . This kind of experien ce is described, for instance, by 
the speaker of the Preface to Kub/a Khan who falls half-asleep upon Pur chas 's 
Pilgrimage under the "effects" of :m anodyne. The friend's words, however ("Only 
I will not promise [ ... ] to make ihc sparks and figured flashes which I am required to 
sec") ;lpparently contradict the asst11nption of his being the inspired reader par 
excellence. 

21 Wheeler, Ill lhc Creative Mind inCo!cridge's Poetry, argues that Coler idge's works exhibit their 
own re,iding and explicitl y offer a hermeneutic model requiring the imaginar y .1ctivity of the rcach.·r. 
22 T. J\she, ed .. lhc Table Talk ,md 011mi.m .1 o/S. T Coler:,f;;c, (Londou , 1923), pp. 138-139; quoted 
by McGann 111 Fhc Rum,mcic Ideology (Chic.,go: Tlic Unin '.rsity of C hic1,;o !' re", 1983), p. 6. 
23 Wheeler, Source.<, Procc.<.<es and Methods. 
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The principle of "Genial Criticism" (1814), the ability "to judge in the same 
spirit in which the Artist produced or ought to have produced" 24 might be 
rq~arded as an example of the "sympathetic" reading that recognises "the 
difference between tht.: letter and the spirit of [ ... ] writing." 20 It interestingly 
anticipates Schlciermacher's Compendium (1819) 16 which, distinguishing between a 
"grammatical" and a "psychological" reading, claims to understand the author 
better than he himself docs. Though the distinction between the "letter" and the 
"spirit" of the text was part of the English theological disputes of the time and 
represented, first and foremost, an approach to the Bible, Coleridge considered it 
as a f umbmcntal approach to all texts. In Chapter IX of Biographia Literaria, for 
instance, he says the following on Kant: 

in spite therefore of his own declarations, I could never believe, it was possible 
for him to have meant no more by his Noumenon, or THING IN ITSELF, than his 
mere words express [ ... ]. I entertained doubts likewise, whether in his own 
mind, he even bid all the stress, which he appears to do on the moral 
postulates. / An IDE/\, in the hzghcsl sense of the world, CJ.nnot be conveyed 
but by a symbol; J.nd, except in geometry . .111 symbols of necessity involve .in 
app.irent contrJ.diction, and for those who could not pierce through this 
symbolic husk, his writings were not intended. 

This separation of form from meaning has obviously two important practical 
implications. On the one hand, it tends to project on the work the reader's 
cxpecutions coming either from a familiarity with other works (by the J.uthor or 
from the cL1) or from his own "ideology" 27 of reading. These expectJ.tions arc 
obviously un.woidJ.ble in any kind of interpretation but Coleridge, despite his 
insistence on the necessity of trying to understand the author's "own mind," 
seems to be well aware of it: 

1 sh.111 not cksire the reader to strip lm mind of all prejudices, not to keep J.l! 
pnor systems uut of view during, his cx.1minJ.tion of the present. [ ... ] Till I 

24 Coleridge, Biographza L!icrari,,, ed. Shawcross (Oxford: Oxford UP. 1969), Vol. II, p. 223. 
25 CL the title of Chapter IX: "The difference between the letter and th<: spirit of Kant's writings." 
26 Though Tilottama RaJ,lll, in "fl,e Supplement of Reading, claims tlut "the separation of form from 
meaning seems to begin with Schleiermacher's semc of the need for a 'psychological' as well as a 
•~r,unmatical' or literal re.1Jing of texts" and that "this need is first articulated iu the 1819 
Compendium" (p. 37), Coleridge's sense of "Geni.11 Criticism" dearly anticip,nes Schlcicrmacher's 
ideas. 
27 I call idrnlogy, now in line with Gayatri Spivak, the imposition of a theory on a text. 
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have discovered the art of destroying the memory a partc post [a pane prius], 
without injury to its future oper.nions, ,rnJ without detriment to the 
juJgement, l shoulJ suppress the request ,1s premature. 18 

On the other hand, by putting the emphasis on the "spirit" of the work 
instead of its "letter," "Genial Criticism" also recognises that writing (the "letter") 
might threaten ("dissolve, diffuse and dissipate") the identity of meaning to such 
an extent that it has to be "recreated" in a sympathetic reading ... 29 

Nevertheless, we may bear in mind that given the absence of the "primary" 
text, the attempt to analyse the hermeneutics practised by and in the letter has to 
remain practically groundless. 

FRAGMENTAR/H' 

"In Coleridge, frai.;mcntation is not so much a phenomenon of lack but rather 
something brought about by addition confirming and, as it were, replacing the 
notion of loss,"': Fritz Gutbrodt claims in his analysis of the Preface attached to 
Kub/a Khan. His remark may also apply to Chapter XIII: through the addition of 
the letter, Coleridge both pretends to hint at and to cover a "lost original." 
Though Biographia, as opposed to the Preface of Kubla Khan, fails to perform the 
self-effacement so characteristic of prefaces, the "Literary Sketches" also prove to 
be fragmentary despite their avowed autobiographical "narration [used] for the 
purpose of giving a continuity to the work." 11 Hence, as Christensen observes, the 
Biographia "takes as its subject the possibility of the unified book: the 
fundamental stability of the grand chiasmus that the text is unified because it is 
the product of an integral consciousness and that consciousness is unified because 
it produces imegral tcxts." 12 It therefore exhibits the ,urcissistic, specular 
reLnionship between the speaking subject, the "l" ,md the text - completely in 
line with the autobiographical tradition. The Biographia, however, still remains 
frJ.gmentary and, in Christensen's words, "flirts recklessly with the idea of the 
book, as though unity WJ.s not an anchoring reality but a floating object of 

28 Iii., Clwptcr XII, p. 234. 
29 "The Secondary lm,1g,mation [ ... ] dissolves, diffuses .md dissipates in order tu rccrc,nc" (81., 
p. 304). In wlut follows here, this idea will be expanded funhcr. 
30 Gutbrodt, Fragmenlatwn /ry Decree, p. 86. 
31 BL, Ch. I, p. 1. 
32 Christensen, p. 120. 
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desire" 11 
- as if the achievement of a 11arr;1tive identity was a task impossible to 

perform. 
Literature on the frabmenury nature of Ronumic writing is endless, such as 

literature on the fr;1g,menuriness of Coleridge's poems, prose works, and 
espcciall y the Biograph/a Literaria. 14 

."\3 Christensen, p. 120. 
14 Nancy am! L1couc-L1banhcs 111 L 'absolu liui:r,;n-c (Paris: Edition du Scuil, 1978) give the most 
compr ehcmi vc account on Romantic fragment, though the y focus on the fragments of the German 
Romantic Ironists, especially Friedrich Schlegel, which, unlike the Colcridgean ones, are "intended" 
to be fragmcms and are pre sented as the only effective mode of art. It is undeniable, however, that 
both the Colcndbean and the German Ironi sts ' fragments arc incomplete works representing the 
etcrn,1l progr ess, the unfulfill ed project always to be fulfilled, the process (the becoming) as opposed 
to being. The y are endle ss potentiali ties never to achieve actual fulfilment: "the awareness of the 
always-.1lrc.1dy-losl naivete 111,1kc ,1bsolute art an .1lw.1ys-yct-w-ap pcar ". (sec also: Mellor: Eng/iJh 
Rum,mllc irony [C.1mbnd 0c, :-.I.is,.: IhrvarJ UP. 1988]. pp. 1-25). J\ccordi1q; to Nancy and Lacoue-
Labanhcs, fragments have ,\11 essentially dialogical n.nurc: on the one hand, there is an active 
dialogue between the text the reader which later has the usk to complete the fragment, while on the 
ot her hand, there is .1 tcmion , .1 dialogue between the pan and the series of pan s which do or do not 
,11110unt to the Whole. As far as English Romanticism is concerned, Macfarland (in Romanticmn 
.Jnd d,c Forms of Ruin, Princet on: Princcton UP, 1981), together with the majority of other critics of 
Rom.rnticism, such ,is Jerome McGann (in The Rom.Jntic Ideology), tend to emphasise the inherently 
f ragmcntary nature of Romantic Writing. According to McGann "What distinguishes romantic 
forms from the systematic representations of those forms [i.e. Hegcl' s) is that the formcr's 
.1spirations {and dissatisfactions) are pre served ,lt the most r.1dic1l level. Dissatisfaction cannot 
produce satisfactory account ~ of itself , only - as with Colcrid 0c - a perfect account. Coleridge's 
theory of Kom.mticism is the archetypal Rom,111tic theory - brilliant, argumentative, ceaseless, 
!llcomplctc, ,u1<! not .ilw.1ys very clear (47). lvbcF.1rl.111cl, who claims that "the reflexive pressure of 
the magnum op us nude the whole of Col eridge 's ,1ctual prose achi<;vement provisional" (p. 343), 
draws on Coleridge's symbol-allegory distincti on, 111 order to point to the always hypothetical 
nature of the w hole dut of which the realised fragment is the representative or the symbol (27). 
K,11hlcen Wheeler (d. Sou rces, Processes and .Hcd,ods) seems to share Macfarland's views, while 
cornplctinb it with the requirement of the "supplement of rc,1ding"(scc .ilso Tilottama Rajan) or the 
.,ctivity of the m1.1glllati,·c rrc1dcr being able to sec symbol in the fr.1gmc11t. Others, mainly post-
,trunuulist theorists, how e,·cr, following \'f.i!tcr Benjamin 's ideas 011 the ruin and its reLnion sh1p 
w1d1 the frabmt: nt accordi n,; to which "[a]llcborics arc in the rc,ilrn of thoughts, what ruins are in 
the rl'.ilm of things"' .(The Orig ms of German Tr.;gic Drama, tr.rns. John Osborne [London: New Left 
Books, 1977), p. 178), ,1rguc th ,n the fragment is the allegory par excellence, since it reveals man's 
temporal prrdicamcnt, the csscnti.il disjuncti on bs:twcen the idea and its representation, the world 
.ind the word, the inscribed sign and its matcri ,11 embodiment, etc. In spite of these, it seems to be 
ohviom th.11 whether ,1 part is ,1 ,ymbol or an .1llq;ory is mamly a qucstio11 of rc,1di11i;. 
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As already mcnLioncd , Lhe friend's leu er, by ;1 curious mis c-en-abyme cffecl, 
mir ro rs Lhe mis sing p;1gcs back n ot only as "the fragments of the w indin g steps of an 
old ruined lower," thus bying 6;1re the insuffi ciency of Lhe pages to reflect back an 
inLcgrated self, buL ,1lso as a "Gothic cathcclrnl" - Lriggering ., response similar to 
the intuition of the sublime. 

The effect of mathemati ca l sublime illu stL1ted by Kant as "the bewilderment 
or sort of perplexit y which, as is s,1id seizes Lhe visitor on firsL entering St. Peter's 
in Rome" 15 also implies fragm entarity. As Neil Hertz argues, it arises out of 
"sheer cog nitive exhau stion [ ... ] the mind blocked by the fear of losing count -
wiLh no hop e of br inging a long series o r v,\st sc 1Llcri11g under some son of 
conceptual un ity. " 1

'· And the friend 's account on the possible public reception of 
the missing pag es is clearly reminiscent of the descripti on of the mathematical 
sublime: "you ha·vc done too m11ch, ytt no, enou gh ... , you ha'uc hcen oblzged lo omit 
so many links ... , c.rnnu: ,uno1mt w so fiuic ,1s a hundr ed p,ig,cs .. . " Howev er, as Kant 
;irguc s, "true subl11nit\' mu sL be sought only in the mind of the judging Subject," 
that is, not in the ou t w.ir d object that occ1sions it. Th e friend himself , unlike the 
comm on rc.1dcrs, is also able to surmount the difficulty: the state of mind in 
\,·hich he !us "th e distinct conne ction between lwo conccplwrzs, without thal 
,mwuorz of such connection which is supplied fry hahii. " 11 an d which provokes .1 
·'chil ly sensation of terror" (1) is fo llowed by a sudden positive movem ent, "1hcn 
suddenly emerging into hroad yet visiona ry lights." The p rocess is clearly ;in;ilogous 
to th e experience o f the sublim e "brought ,,bout by the feeling of a m o mentary 
che ck to the vital forces followed at once by a discharge .111 the more powerful." 18 

Or, as Hert z exp bin s, by the mind's "b loc kage" ;ll .1 '·v,ist sc.Hlcr in g"( its awe 

.'IS Kant, '/lJc Cnw1ue of J11dgc111cn,. t~.rns. J. C. M acditl 1 (Oxiord : Oxfor d UP, 1997), p. 100. 
(I Irn cdo rw;ird ref erred to a, CJ.) 
.,6 Nei l l kn z, "Tli t: Notion of 13lucb~ c in the Litaa tun : of titc Sub limt: ," m: The /:'ruL of the Line 
(;\Jew York: Col umbi.1, 1985), p. 40; d. h.mt: " T o take in .1 qu.1111um intuiti vely in the imag in ation 
"' .1, tu be .1blc t u u1c it ,1s " measure. u :· un,t for estimaung 11u,;11itudc by numbers, involves two 
opc r.n ions oi tlm i.,c"uhy: apprc/Jcnsio,: (.,pprchrnsw) and comprehension (comprchmsiu) ( ... ] ii the 
appr ehe n sion !us tc.1cl1cd .1 pomt beyond ,.vhich the rq.Jr e, cnt,Hions of sensuo us mtuiti on i11 the c1sc 
nf th e p.trts first ,tpprchcHlkd begin to disappear from the imagination .ts this ,1dvanccs to the 
,tpp rc hcns io n of ye t ntl1~rs. ,ts much , the n, is los t at 0 11c end ,ts is gained at the other, and for 
co111prd1cusio11 we get .1 :n.n1 111u111 which t!1~ imagi11.u10n ca11not exceed ... (C/, F· 99) 
37 The footnot e the fricnJ refers to will be qu oted und er t he hc.1din g: "The !\i1ssmg Part: Standing 
011 One's [-le.id ... 
38 Kant, CJ, p. 'J 1. 
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mingled with terror) w is followe d by a pos1t1ve mental movement, "the mind's 
exultation in its own rati ona l faculties, in its ability to think a totality that cannot 
be taken in through the senses." 40 Thus, the introduction of the fictitious reader, 
this scriptor (or rather: editor) interrnptus effect which imp oses an artificial image 
of synthesis, or else, totality, on the supposed heterogen eity of the text rescues the 
writ er from the danger s of being lost in the "eternal mobility," the "chaos" of 
significrs . (Later, we will also consider how this excess, this abyss, as well as the 
totality become themati sed in the letter.) 

However, as the primar y text itself is nothin g but an as if, the sheer lack of 
self-repre sentation, the sub lime trickery with the lett er - though consolidating 
indeed the idea of the self as a whole - also serves as the most effective means to 
simulate, to create the effect of a non-representable, .1lways-already-lost "original" 
which , on its turn, would suggest an always-yet-to-appe ar "wholeness." Since 
wh ,n the letter shows up the most conspicuously is the inherent incompleteness, 
the endless deferral of the "W"ork" : "as fur the public, I clo not hesllatc a moment in 
advising and urg,ing yu11 10 w ithd ra·w chc Ch,1ptcr from 1hc present work, and lO 

reserve it for your ,mnounced treat ise on the Logos or communicative in tellect of Man 
and Deity," wr ites the fictiti ous friend to "Coleridge." 

Intere stingly, apart from pointing to the gap between the Eternal Idea (the 
whole) ;md its temporal textual manifestation (the part), the letter, covering a 
fr,1gment from the p,1rt, suggests the unrealisability of a textual whole (the 
"tr e,itise on the Logos") 41 which would be in a synecd ochic relationship with the 
Idea. Thus, the reason why this false mark of withdrawal is so idiosyncratic is the 
Lict that neither the part , nor the whole exist - as if the tr ace of absence was in 

59 l'r :111co 1, I ,y otard. cxp l,1ini n).; t!ic Kam ian sublime (in Lc,;01;., 111 :he / lnalyuc of the Sublime, tr .m s. 
E. Rottcnbeq; [Stanford U111vi:rsity Pres s, 1994], p. 1 lC), cxplirnly co 1111ccts the "momentary check 
o f the vital forces" to the l.\urkc.111 hor ror "beyond tim .ibsolute of presen tati on thinking encounters 
the uureprcs cntablc [ ... ] and ·;.·h.it Burke calls horror, t.1kcs hold of it. " 
40 1 krtz, p. 40. 
41 CLiirc Miller Colombo, 111 her analy sis of this much debated p,1ssagc of "/YJe Statcs111,m ·s Manual 
{"the symbol [is] the translucenc e o f the Eternal through and in th e temporal"), .1lready points to th e 
LKt th.1t l' .1ul de Man, in "The Rhetoric of Tcmpo r.ility," h.is left out of consideration the fact that 
d ie symb ol-allcF,ory distinction w.1s pan of Coleridge's exegetical the ory . "The paragraph foll ow ing 
the famed St.ncsman's Manual p.1ssJge ( ... ) explains how the finite ,111d the iufinite arc con summ :ncd 
111 scripture " (CL1ire Miller Colombo, "Co ler idge·, i\nim.n,on of the 'De.id Lcucr, "' in : SiR 35 
[1')%) , p. 30). 
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itself the "part" referring both back to an always already lost "original" and 
forward to a never to be attained textual '\v holeness." 

It seems thercf ore that we may also regard the letter, the allusion at the 
missing part of the missing whole (the hole in the whole) as ;1 hint at some "deep 
Romantic chasm." 

THE SECRET BEff!ND THE LETrER 

Thus, the readers' desire and curiosity ;u-e ;1rnused not only by a fr~1gment 
seducing them into an imaginary completi on , not only by the charm of the 
"symbolon" requiring the other half, the receiver's imagin ary response to be able 
to signify, but also by the simubtion of some hidden, yet unavailable knowledge. 

Meanwhile, Coleridge's "friend," or person;1 (mask), by seemingly covering a 
hundred pages docs not only point .ll .rn existent but hidden knowledge, but by 
commemoratin,; (mur<le:-ing) the ·'voice," he .1lso creates the effect of a "vo ice" 
that he, by the same token, saves from the self-murderous power of writing. 
Thu s, though the omniscient Author becomes indeed nothing else but an effect of 
signifiers (the letter), this "nothing else" is in bet the m ost effective means to 
suggest "presence" and "knowledge" where there is but ;1 g;1p, a lack and, 
ultimately, absence . 

In what follows, I will tr y to show th ro ugh close re.1ding of the letter that 
the withdrawal of the pass;1ge is not mcrd y .1 necessary me.m s w create the effect 
of a "lost original." V/e will examine what "knowledge" the missing pages imply 
and whether the "conversi on" they cnL1il can be connected to the concluding 
definiti on of Imagination, generally considered as an .in of bith taken in the 
Symb ol. 

771c mi ssin g part: standing 01: one's head 

The friend co111p:1rcs d1e effect of the chapter o n his und erstanding Lo a state of 
mind whid1 is the .rntithesis of that in which nun is, when "lie nukes a bull." The 
"bull" is defined by Coleridge, in a footnote .1uachcd to Chapter lV, as "the 
bringing together of two incompatible thoughts, with the scrzst7llon but without 
the sense of their con nect ion." As an example , he gives the sentence , "/was" fine 
child, hue t!Jl"y changed me"; and cxpbins: 
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the first conception expressed in the word "/," is thJL of perso1ul identity - Ego 
co111cmplans: the second expressed in the word "me" is the visual image or object 
by which the mind represents lO itself its pc1st condition. N ow the ch;:ingc of one 
visual image to the other contains in itself no absurdity, ;:ind becomes absurd only 
by its immediate juxt;:iposition with the first thought, which is rendered possible 
by the whole attention being successively absorbed in each singly, so .is not to 
notice the interj,1cent notion, "changed" which by its congruity with the first 
thought, /, constitutes the bull. Add on! y that this process is facilitated by the 
circumstance of the words "f' and "me," being sometimes equivalent, and 
sometimes having a distinct meaning; sometimes, namely, signifying the act of 
self-consciousness, sometimes the extern.11 image in .ind by which the mind 
represents that act to itseli, the result .rnd symbol of its individuality. Now 
suppose the direct contr.H)' state, and you will h;:ivc the distinct connection 
between two conceptions, without that scnsalwn of such co nnection which is 
supplied by h.1bit. The nun feels, as if he were standing of his head, though he 
cannot but sec, that he is truly standing on his feet. This, as a p;:iinful sensation, 
will of course have ,1 tendency to ;1ssoci,1te itself with the person who occ;:isions 
it; even as pcrsom, who h;:ive by p;:iinf ul meam restored from derangement, ;:ire 
known to feel ;111 involuntary dislike for their physician .·12 

As \\/heeler remarks, the footnote, being a bull in itself, "plays out the drama 
which it describes." On the one hand, it can indeed be regarded as the metaphor 
of itself and, we may add, that of the Bwgraphia as well: the sample sentence 
exemplifying the problem of self-knowledge, the relationship between the subject 
and the positing of the subject thus objectified, is both one of the central issues of 
Romantic thinking and the problem of autobiography itself. 

On the other hand, the footnote also makes a comment upon the poetics of 
genius. Firstly, attached to Chapter IV ("The Lyrical Ballads with the preface ... "), 
it expbins reviewers' op position to Wordsworth' s th eo ries, who, unlike the 
friend, refuse the remedy of their "physician." In their "opinion of long 
continuance," they do not let themselves persuaded either by the Preface, nor by 
the Lyrical Balli,cls themscl vcs that 

bir is foul, and foul is fair; 
in other words th.1t they h.1d been ;:ill their lives .1Jmiring without juJgemenL, 
.111d were now about to cen sur e without reJson.'' 

42 BL, Cl.. IV, pp. 72-73. 
43 BL, Ch. IV, p. 72. Note the ,11lusion to Macl,c1h. 
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These critics sLrnJ therefore in contr.1st with Ll1e friend, who writes: '' 77]()5£' 
whom I had been l,rnghL to vener,!lc as dmosl super human ... , I juund perched in liulc 
frcl-work niches, as grotesque dwarfs, while the grolesr1ues, in my hithcrlo hclicf, swud 
guarding the high Altar with all the chm1clers of Apotheosis." Thus, apan from the 
bet that the analogy between Wordsworth's poe try and the withdrawn pages is 
anticipated well before the quotation, "wuh a few of the words alccrcd," from To 
William WonLsworlh, the direct contrast between cnucs responding LO 

Wordsworth and the friend responding to the missing page s makes it clear tlut 
the fictitious friend cannot be Wordswonh him self - not even a Wordsworth 
"who speaks in playful Coleri<lgean - ;md that Kenneth Johnston 's 
analysis contains a logical slippage. 

Secondly, we may contrast the state of mind of the o ne who "makes a hull" -
his "attention being successively :ibsorbcd in c:ich [inuge] singly," to the "middle 
state of mind more strictly appropriate to the imaginalzon than any other when it 
is hovering between tw o irn.iges." Coleridge spoke of Miltnn's pm:try in his 7th 
Lectun.: (1S11) \,·ith these \Vords, quoting the same p.1ss,1he from f>aracl1sc Losl as 
the fictitious friend docs in his letter: "If substance may be called what shad ow 
sccm 'd, for e.ich seemed either!" In the 7th lecture, .ifter quoting Milton , 
Coleridge goes on to say: 

the gr;:indest efforts of poetry ;1re where the inugin.nion is called forth, not to 
produce a distinct form, but a strong working of the mind, still offering what is 
still repelled, ;:ind ;1g;1in cre;:iting wlut is ;:igciin rejected; the result being what the 
poet wishes to impr ess, n:1mcly the substitution of ,l ,:1h!1mc feeling of the 
unim.iginable for a mere i:nJgc.'; 

Thus, in the greatest kind of poetry, inuginati on provokes .1 sublime effect 
and its "hovering" or "wanrin g" between image s contributinh to the sublime 
contrasts both "un<lerstandini;" where the mind is .. fixed 0 11 one imai-;e"·1" and th e 

44 Cf. Johnston, "The Rcclmc aud the Bio;r,1phia Litcrari,1," pp . .333-3(,3. 
45 Coleridge, S'1.d.:c.-;x,irc<111 Critici.<m, ed. T. :--.1. Raysor (Lo n,l on: Evcrym,m's Lihr.1ry. l':1(,0), Vol. 2, 
pp. 103- 104. 
46 Cf. Kant, p. ':!0: "Tlic ,ublimc is to be iound in .111 obJ<:cl cvcu devoid ol form so L1r as it 
1mn11.:Jiatcly mvolvc s, or b:· its presence provokes, a rcp: ·escnta tio11 of lin1itlcssness, yet with a 
super.1dded thought of tot.iii,:·," and p. 1C7: "Tbc mind feels itself set /11 11101:011 ... This movement 
c. 111 be ,olllp,1r cd w ith a vib r.1t 10 11, i.e. w ith r.1pi<lly altcrn.n:11i; H'pulsion .111d ,lltra ctio n produced by 
ouc and I lie s:1me Object." 
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surprise provoked when, "making a bull," the "attention [is] being successively 
absorbed in each [image] singly." 

This "hovering," this state of betweenness emerges many times in the 
Biographia in connection with the poetic genius. The Absolute Genius, for 
instance, characterised by a "sanity of mind between superstition with fanaticism 
on the one hand, and enthusiasm with indifference and a diseased slowness to 
action on the other," "rest content between thought and reality as it were an 
intermundium" 47 It seems therefore that the "sanity of the mind" of the genius 
(such as Milton's or Shakespeare's) contrasts both Coleridge's youthful 
"bewilderment with metaphysicks" 48 (sic!), this "mental disease" proper to some 
"abstruse research" 4

~ (sec also: Dejection, an Ocie, line 89), and the "derangement" 
or blindness of those (such as the friend's) who have later become, "by painful 

d,, b " h . h . . ""0 means restore y t cir p ysic1an. · 
Unsurprisingly, though the friend refers indeed to the missing pages as a 

remedy against some illness, his "practical judgement," "taste and sensibility 
preclude ;1ll excuses." For "negative faith," 51 or "the willing suspension of 
disbclicf" 52 must be triggered both by the work of Jrt (hovering between images, 
"without either denial or affirmation of their real cxistence" 51

) and the attitude of 
the reader himself: the sublime docs not result from the object of perception (the 
text) but from the mind, the rc;1son's response to it. ThJt is, the kind of re;1ding 
which renders the sudden "illumination" (cf. "suddenly emerging into broad yet 
vzslonary lights") and the mind's conversion (" Those whom I had been taught to 
venerate as almost super hum,m ... ") possible requires first an attitude of openness, a 
rea<liness similar to the one which permits the reception of some divine grace. 

However, despite the fact dut the image of the "cathedral" where the friend 
has been "placed" could constitute a cbim for the presence of the divine in the 
withdrawn pages, a closer analysis reveals that the "pharmacon" docs not possess a 
soothing effect. Although the friend is standing on his head knowing that he is 
truly standing on his feet, the mirror keeps bringing about bewilderment. 

47 Iii., Cl1. JI, p. 52 
48 BL, Ch. II, p. 15 
49 BL, Ch. 11, p. 17. 
50 Note Coleridge's recurring metaphors of physiul ,md mcnt,i! sickness. 
51 BL, Ch. XXII, p. 134. 
52 BL, Ch. XIV, p. 6. 
53 UL. Ch. 22. p. L\4. 
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The Fall 

Conspicuously enough, the inter-textual references made by the friend all contain 
the motif of the fall. Firstly, though the Biographia has long been interpreted as 
Coleridge's version of the "Growth of the Poet's Mind," Coleridge refers to the 
Prelude in To William Wordsworth as 

An orphic song indeed, 
a song divme of high and passionate truths 
to their own music chaunted! 

01. 45-47, my italics) 

whereas the "friend" refers to the missing pages as 

1\n orphic talc indeed, 
a ule ohscure of high .111d passionate thoughts 
to .1 strange music chaunted! (my italics) 

Though we might claim with other critics that these lines reflect, as many others, 
Coleridge's "inferiority complexes" towards Wordsworth, an awareness of the fact 
that he is "less" than his friend, the changes from "divine" to "obscure," from 
"truths" to "thoughts" and from "song" to "tale" also imply the moment of fall 
from the unarticulated, organic and harmonious world of unity into the 
articulated and self-differing world of language. 

Meanwhile, the adjectives "obscure" and "strange," just like the noun "talc," 
allude to the presence of the supernatural (ideally procuring "the willing 
suspension of disbelief") that, in Coleridge's poetry, generally accompanies the 
theme of the fall (cf. The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, Christabe0, the trespassing 
of the "line" between life and death. Chapter XllI itself, moreover, actually ends 
with the promise of a "critical essay of the uses of the Supernatural [ ... ] which the 
reader will find prefixed to the poem of The Ancient Mariner." This promise, just 
like the tre;nise on the Logos of which the missing pages would be a part, remains 
unf ulfillcd. 

The absence of Joy (traditionally, the inter-communion of mind ;inJ nature) 
is further emphasised by the fact that instead of Coleridge's characteristically 
"organic" or natural metaphors expressing the power of both "poetic" and 
"philosophic" imagination, we find the contrary extreme here, the image of a 
cathedral. "Architecture exhibits the greatest extent of the difference from nature 
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which mJ.y exist in works of J.n"' 4 
- ,is Coleridge claims in On Poesy or Arl (1818). 

To the Gothic church, we mJ.y comp,u-c, for instance, Coleridge's intentions 
concerning \11c Biographw expressed in Chapter IV ("My friend [i.e. Wordswonh] 
has drawn a masterly sketch of the brJ.nches with their poetic fruitJ.ge. I wish to 
add the trunk and even the roots"'') ,is well as his bmous description of the 
philosophic inugination."' 

On the other hJ.nd , we m;.1y also recall Johnston' s claim that "severJ.l parts 
o f the letter cm be rcg:1rded as :1 Coleridgc;111 complement tn the 'gothic church' 
in the pre Lice to The Excursion." Though critics generally consider the 
Biographia as Coleridge's version of The Prelude, the withdrawn pages 
themselves arc not pan of the Biogrnphia: they arc :rnnounced to appear in the 
"grci1l hook on the CONSTRUCTIVE PHILOSOPHY." As if the Biographia itself was 
merely a pref.ice to that future work never written. Coleridge himself, in 
reflecting upon the Biographia alludes to \'v'ordswonh's Excursion, intended as ;1 
part of The Recluse - never completed: "I earnestly so licit the good wishes and 
friendly p,nience of my readers, while I thus go sound ing on my dim and 
perilous way." 07 In the Preface to the Excursion, Wordsworth says: "The 
prq);lratory poem [i.e. The Prelude] i~ biogr:1phic1l [ ... ];and the two Works [The 
Prelude and 1hc Ree/we:] have the same kind o f relati on to e;1ch other[ ... ] as the 
ante-chapel h.1s to the body of a gothic church." "' It seems therefore, that the 
future grc.ll book containing the missing pages compared to ,1 Gothic c1thcdr;1l, 
;11.:tu.1lly parallel the future Recluse, "a philosophical [!] poem," or Gothic 
church. All the more so, since while friend hints at a future prospectus to the 
"1muisc on the Logos," Wordsworth presents a Prospectus to the Recluse. 
Consequently, if The Recluse parallels the future gre;ll work on the Logos, the 
missing pages par:1llcl the mis sing p,1n of the Rcclwc . 

Yet, the image of the Gothic chur..:11 docs not seem to suggest "Beauty, Love, 
,md Hope," as Wordsworth's Prospectus docs. First of all, it is underpinned by a 
qut>Lllion frolll Chrislahcf: "No ·w m glimmer, and now in .~loom." Tellingly, 

=,4 Colcri di:,c, "Ou l'oc,y or J\rt" (18IS) m Sb,1wcross's edition of 8iog,·,1ph1,1 L11cran,1 (Oxford: 
Oxlord UP, 1%9), Vol. 2, p. 21.,1. 
:'i:'i 131 •. Cl1. IV. p. 88. 
',(, Cl. 8/,, Ch. XU, p. 242: "They ,mcl on ly they c111 acquire the philosupllll : 1111ai:,u1,1tioo, tl1c ,,1crcd 
power of self-intuition, who wit hin them selves c 111 imcrpr ct .l!ld understand the ;ymbol, that th e 
wi11p of the air-sylph arc form111h within the skin of the cttcrpill.,r ... " 
57 UL, Ch. :i, I'· 104 (allusion lo Wordswonh's Excur sion, iii.71 ::J). 
SS '/1w !Vur.<:., of lVillzam Wu rd«rn rth (Wordsworth Editions Ltd., 1994) , p. 7:;,1. 
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Chrislcibcl was not only excluded from Sibyl/me Lctwcs but was also cast out by 
Wordsworth from Lyrical Ballads It is an obsrnrc L,le indeed: the story of 
Christabel's fall. It is also a gothic story, the metaphor of the cathedral. The line, 
"Now in glimmer, and now in gloom" itself succeeds the well-known "threshold 
scene" of Christabel ("And Christabel with might and main / Lifted her up, a 
weary weight, / Over the threshold of the gate: / Then the bely rose again"), 
when Christabel and Geraldine 

Steal their way from stair to stair, 
Now in glimmer and now in gloom, 
And now they pass the Baron's room 
As still as death, with stifled breath 1 

(11. 168-171) 

This passage through her father's room ,mticipJ.tes Christ,,bcl's fall, JS J rite of 
passage from innocence to experience. 

The friend's reading experience ("to ha1x known only our light azry modern 
chapels of case, and then for the first time to have been placed, ancL left alone, in one of 
01ir f,irgcst Gothic cathedrals in a gusty moonlight night of autumn 'now in glimmer, 
and now in gloom"') might therefore be Jnalogous to Christabcl's, lured and 
possessed by Geraldine: 

So deeply had she drunken in 
That look, those shrunken serpent eyes, 
[ ... ] 
i\nJ thus she stood, in di,.zy tr.mcc, 
Still picturing that look asbncc 
With forced unconscious symp.::ahy ... 

(11. 601-609. my italics) 

Meanwhile, both the friend's reading of the pages and Christabcl's rc.,ding in 
Geraldine's eyes lead to the breaking of an illusion, the conclusion of which will 
turn out to be the s.une: "fair is foul, and foul is fair." 

As far as Chrzstabel is concerned, Susan Eilenberg remarb, "Geraldinc's 
evil is her phenomenological duplicity, her failure to appear as she is [ ... ]. She 
makes clear what representation implies: not self-evidence, as Wordsworth 
w;mted to believe, the natural expression o-f one's own being, but the subversion 
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of identity." '') And this sub versive force 1s unbearable. C hristabel tnes to send 
Geraldine away: 

By my mother' soul do I entre,n 
Th,u thou thi s womJn send ,1way! 
She sJ.id: J.nd no m o re she could not s,1y: 
For w hJt she knew '.die coul d not tell, 
O 'er-ma ster ed by the mighty spell. 

(ll. 604-620) 

Thu s, although it is Gera ldine who casts a spell on Christabel, the way the 
friend casts the pages out o f the boo k rather parallels Christabcl's attempt to send 
Ge raldine away. As if th e mi ssing pages could be pers onified by Geraldine, th e 
evil, female power to be cut off, by all means. But simibrly to Geraldine who in 
bet has never lcfl the castle (Christabcl is unfinished), the potential evil of writing 
seem s to be undcstroyablc : though some pages can be cut out from the text, texts, 
as the very existence of the allusions shows, cannot be annihilated. 

O n the ut hc:· hand , die Lict tlut the lrirn d cann ot tell ·what the missing p ,1gcs 
,1ctually arc, and that on ly the "effect" of the p,1gcs c1n be to ld, from which readers 
of the Bzo.~r,1phl,1, similarly to the readers of the poem, have to conJttrc up what 
luppcncd, equally points to th e possible analogy between Christabel and the 
f ricn<l. 

Imcresting!y enough, the "phenomenological duplicity" of the p;i,ges, 
undermining any faith in th e symb ol ("the translucen ce of the Eternal through 
.111d in the ternpor;i,l") cmeq:;cs once again from an inter-textual reference, as if 
from the chaos o f sign ificrs: ,vhil e the .1pp.1rent "illumination scene" of the 
Gothic church is und ermi ned by the allusion mad e to Christa/Jc/, the "co nversion 
scen e" itself i~ rendered ambiguou s by an other intertcxtual refe rence, by a 
quotation from Par,,dlsc Lost: 

, )r sub sLancc might he c,1ll'J Llut shadow seem\!, 
!-'or c.1d1 ~ccm'd cither!'· 0 

59 Elinchcq.;. The Su·,mgc Pou·cr of \oeech, p. 80. 
60 Edmund Burke, in 11 l'/11/usophical Enquiry 111/0 the On gm uf Our !clc,,s 011 tf.,c Suhlimc and the 
lic.11,11/i,/ (0xf ,,,·,i: Oxford Ul', l'J'JC), pp . SS-5&, qu o te s the ,.Hile pass.ii:;,· Imm !1-'lilton's /'a radi.<c I .m l 

to umlerlm c !m .:Lti111 th,n "(to) m.1kc any thi nh very terr ib le , obscurit y \Cl'lllS in i;cneral tn h" 
lll'Ct'SS,\r)'. 
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Unsurprisin 6ly, these lines .ire uken from the desc ripti on of the 6ates of fie//: 

Before the C;1tes there s.n 
On cith er sidc .1 formid.1blc slupe; 
The one sccm'd \Xlom.111 to the w.1stc, .1nd/11r, 
But ended/011/ in many .1 scJ!y fou ld [ ... ] 

[ ... ] 
The other slupe, 

If shape it might be call'd tlut sh.1pc lud none 
Distini_;uisluble in member, joynt, or limb , 
O r sub stance might be c1ll'd th ;ll sh.ldow secm'd, 
Fo r each seem'd either; bb..:k it stoo d as Nihht, 
Fierce as ten Furies, tcrribl..: .is I Jell, 
:\ nd , hoo k J drcJdful DJrt ... 

(Book JI, my it.dies) 

First of all, we 111.1:,- notice that there is an unexpected similarity bet wecn the 
wonhng oi the witches in Macbeth "Fair is foul, and foul is fair" - with which 
Co leridge ch.1LKteriseJ, in cluptcr IV, the effect of Wordsworth's poetry - :mJ 
!vlilton's description of the first "shape" at the gat es of Hell. But while the 
witches' words, at least according to the interpre t ati on Co leridge gives in chapter 
IV (sec above: "Fair is foul and foul is fair, / in o th er words tlut they had been all 
their lives admiring without judgement, .mcl \HTC 11...,w ;1hout to censure without 
reason" rd), refer to the sudden rC\·cl.1tion 0i Truth lcadin 6 to the subversion o f 
habit or received opinions, in :Vlilton's Hell, the W oman is indecipherable: she 
seems fair to the waste, but ends foul. Her evil consists in t he dissirnubtion of her 
true nature, in the contradicti o n between signifier and signifieJ. 

Furthermore, despite the interpretation gi vcn in the Bwgrnphia, the no tes 
taken at Coleridge's lecture o n Macbeth mak e th e :·cn1.1rk that, accordin g LO 

Co leridge, the evil char;tetcr of the Weird Sisters cunsists in their duplicity: 

the exquisite judg em ent o f ShakespeJrc is shown in nothing more thJn in the 
different l.rn6u.1gc of the Witches with each oth er, .md with those whom they 
.1ddrcss: the former displays a certJin fierce familiarit y , i_;roLesqueness mingled 
with terror; the Liller is alwJys solemn, dark and mysterious."' 

61 BL, Cl1. i\' . p. 72. 
62 Shakespearean CriLicm11, \ ' ul. ::?., p. 220. 
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Interestingly, though these words arc only the interpretation of Coleridge's own 
words (which, on their turn, might have been taken from A. W. Schlegel), they 
nuy remind us, on the one hand, of the possible difference between the missing 
hundred pages and the letter covering it, and on the other, of the friend's response 
to the letter (" Those whom I had been taught to venerate as almost super-human in 
magnitude of intellect, I found perched m Little fret-work niches, as grotesque 
dwarfs ... "), as if the missing pages could luve suddenly unveiled the "true" nature 
behind some false appearance, or else, to make an important precision, as if the 
friend's reading of the p;1ges amounted to ;1 sudden revelation of truth. 

Meanwhile, the rdcrences to Christabcl, to Paradise lost and to Macbeth all 
show up the world of allegories: a fallen, temporal world with a fragmented, 
discontinuous relationship between the signifier (the word), the signified (the 
concept, the idea or God) and the reference (the perceivable world or the 
universe). Conspicuously, the friend's discourse, from a thematic point of view, 
seems to deny any reference to a meaning previously established, as it would be 
proper to allegory. The shapes "all decked with[ ... ] mystic symbols" point to truths 
not yet revealed . From a rhetorical point of view, however, these "holy insignia" 
changing the significance of ceruin "names" arc in fact not brought about by a 
sudden divine revebtion but firstly, by a new interprct.nion (i.e.: the missing 
pages) correcting previous ones, and secondly, by the reading of this new 
interpretation (i.e.: the letter) . The relationship between the temporal ("the 
names") and the eternal ("with all the characters of Apotheosis") is therefore 
cst:iblishcd through two acts of reading, irrevocably (re)covering the original text. 
Hence, the friend's letter reveals, among others, the tempor:il nature of meaning 
artificially attributed to the sign, while suggesting a possible discontinuity 
between the signifiers (" fair") and the signified (" foul"). 

Meanwhile, the shadows arc indistinguishable from the substances : each 
seems either . In a curious way, therefore, the quotation given by the friend ("If 
substance may be call'd what shadow scem'd, / For eJCh scem'd either") to 
support the rcvelational nature of the missing pages ("Jn short, what I had supposed 
substances were thinned away into shadows, while every where shadows were deepened 
u1to substances") has .i. contrary effect: though allegory itself is, in principle, 
unambiguous (one sibnifier for one well determined signified), the :illusion itself 
points to the ambiguity or undccidability (d. "obscurity") of the text: we onnot 
decide whether the significrs refer to shadows or to substances, or whether they 
arc themselves shadows or substances: e;1eh seems either. 
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Turning back to our previous reference: Geraldine and Christabel mirror 
each other at a certain point: "Fair is foul and foul is fair" and each seems either. 
Christabel 

[ ... ] passively did imitate 
That look of dull and treacherous hate! 
And thus he stood, in dizzy trance, 
Still picturing that look askance ... 

01. 605-608) 

On the other hand, the friend's allusion to Milton is conspicuously reminiscent of 
Macbeth's "reading" of the witches, quot ed by Coleridge in his notes to the 
lecture on Macbeth: 

BANQUO \\'.!hither are they Ya.nished) 
lv!ACBETH Into the air, and Kh.1t seem'd corporeal melted 

As breath into the wind. ''' 

Apart from the evil character of the witches, Coleridge's notes emphasise as 
well that Macbeth generally misinterpret s the signs. The sentence "Before he 
[Macbeth] can cool, the confirmation of the tempting half of the prophecy 
arriws .. . " (my italics) suggests that Macb eth captures only a fragment from the 
whole message so as to construct a (false) meaning, while the words "Macbeth 
mistranslates the recoilings and ominous "·hispers of conscience" 64 clearly point to 
the fact that the play can also be regarded as the re-enactment of the consequences 
of a process of misreading. 

As a result, though the friend, unlike Macbeth, proves to be a "good" 
reader and can endow the chaotic, equivocal signifiers with the "right" meaning, 
both the gap between the signifiers and the signified and the equivocal, double 
nature of the signifiers break the Neo-Platonic illusion of the one Life or the 
One Meaning. 

63 Shakespearean Criticism, Vol. I , p. 61. 
64 Shakespearean Criticism, Vol. 1, pp. 62, 72. 
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!MA GINA TION DISCONNECTED 

Though Henry Nelson Coleridge's editorial notes to Coleridge's notes are also 
only a reading of Coleridge's own, his summary is worthy of consideration: 

Their [the witches'] character consists in the imaginative disconnected from the 
good; they are the shadowy obscure and fearfully anomalous of physical nature, 
the lawless of human nature, - elemental avengers without sex or kin: / Fair is 
foul and foul is fair; / Hover thro' the fog and filthy air (my italics).65 

But if there are two kinds of "imaginative," one connec ted to and one 
disconnected from the "good," then the missing pages themselves, in spite of the 
friend's "good" reading, do not appear (!) to be in any way connected to the 
"Infinite I AM." The reader's role therefore becomes of utmost importance. In 
order to surmount the "gulph" of signifiers, he has to make an arbitrary cut: 

THESIS X: even when the Objective is assumed as the first, we yet can never 
pass beyond the principle of self-consciousness. Should we attempt it, we must 
be driven back from ground to ground, each of whic h wou ld cease to be the 
Ground the moment we pressed on it. \Ve must be whirl'd down to the gulph 
of infinite series. But this would make our reason baffle the end and purpose of 
all reasons, namely, unity and system. Or we must break off the series arbitrarily, 
and affirm an absolute something that is in and of itself at once cause and effect 
(causa sui), subject and object, or rather absolute identity of both (my italics). 66 

This paragraph underlines our claim that the "conversion" may not imply 
the giving up of one belief for another, but the recognition that the search for 
meaning may lead into an abyss with no ground. Hence, in order for the reader to 
"recreate" the Meaning, he "must break off the series arbitrarily." Thus, while the 
letter is a reading or interpretation brought about by an arbitrary cut from a 
(missing) text, it constitutes, by the same token, the very cut by which the 
definition of Imagination, this act of faith taken in the Symbol, becomes 
abstracted from its evil and ultimately fallen ground. Meanwhile, the dialogue 
between the (missing) text and its reader reflects up on the workings of the 
Secondary Imagination, the definition of which equally implies a cut: it "dissolv es, 
diffuses and dissipates in order to recreate." Writing or the signifiers themselves 
might therefore be inherently diffusive, and only a "recreative" reading ("co-

65 Shakespearean Criticism, Vol. I, p. 60., n. 2. 
66 Ch. XII, p. 285. 
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existing with the conscious will") brought about by an arbitrary cut may endow 
them, artificially, with a signification. 

On the other hand, Thesis X also alludes to a process similar to the reader's 
experiencing the sublime: the mind baffles at being overwhelmed in the chaos of 
signifiers ("the gulph of infinite series") but, due to its rational faculties, it is able 
to detach itself from this effusion and create an artificial form of synthesis or 
unity: a Meaning. Unsurprisingly, the antecedents of the sublime are found by 
Neil Hertz in the literature of religious conversion: "the mind [is] thoroughly 
'turned round"' 67 

- similarly to the friend's, who is "standing on his head ." 
Furthermore, while in religious literature the difficulty (or blockage) of the mind 
to be surmounted is provoked by the obscurity of the figurative language of the 
Scripture, we have seen that the friend's conversion is brought about by some 
"obscure tale." The letter therefore seems to create the effect that the missing 
pages exemplify the Book or the divine Logos turned, after the fall, into an 
obscure text to be deciphered . 

But if only a leap into the order of faith through the artificial suppression and 
recreation of the ground (the missing pages) can save the Idea (the Symbol) from 
th e "gulph of infinite series," then we can not only emphasise the reader's role in 
the creation of the Symbol, but, completely in line with this, we may also accept 
Elinor Shaffer's remark that "Coleridge eradicated the distinction [between the 
beautiful and the sublime] by making the sublime the single aesthetic category." 68 

THE PROSPECTIVE WHOLE: THE DARK CA VE OF TROPHONIUS 

Da vid S. Ferris, 69 the only critic, as far as I know, to investigate the possible 
implications of the cave of T rophonius claims: 

To totalize the self-reflexiYity of the text [ ... ] would require this great 
unfinished work of construction [i.e. the great book on constructive 
philosophy] which the friend compares, not without reason, to a consultation 
at the oracle of Trophonius. [ ... ] From this cave, both the imagination and the 
supplicant would emerge speaking the authoritative truth of the author who 
may never reveal himself as such. 

67 Hertz, p. 47. 
68 Shaffer, "Co leridge's Re,·olution in the Sundard of Ta ste, n / ournal of Ae sthetics and A rt Criticism 
28 (1969), p. 213. 
69Dav id5. Ferris, "Coleridge 's Ventriloquy ,'" SiR 24 (Spring 1985), p. 81. 
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Ferris also remarks that Trophonius, with his brother Agamedes "built the temple 
at Delphi outside of which stands a pillar on which the heaven-descended 
postulate of Coleridge's philosophy is engraved: Gnothi seauton [Know thyself]." 
Ferris alludes here to Chapter XII, in which Coleridge asserts: "The postulate of 
philosophy and at the same time the test of philosophic capacity is the heaven-
descended KNOW THYSELF!" 70 

Investigating the connotations of the metaphor, Ferris only refers to the 
legend according to which "the one descending in the cave to consult the oracle 
must first drink the water of Lethe, that he may forget all that he has been 
thinking of hitherto, and afterwards [ ... ] drink another water, the water of 
Mnemosyne, which causes him to remember what he sees after his descent." 71 

Interestingly, the experience of the cave, apart from illustrating the scene of 
conversion described by the friend, may also exemplify ideal work triggering ideal 
reading. Since, as it has been noted above, Coleridge, deeming his desire for an 
ideal reader premature, used the following phrasing: 

I shall not desire the reader to strip his mind of all prejudices, not to keep all 
prior systems out of view during his e:omination of the present. [ ... ] Till I 
have discovered the art of destroying the memory a parte post [a pane prius], 
without injury to its future operations, and without detriment to the 
judgement, I should suppress the request as premature. 72 

On the other hand, however, this "test of philosophic capacity" seems to 
gain a very doubtful connotation in the context of the cave - clearly contradicting 
any "authoritative truth," most of all that of the "author." As already mentioned, 
the pages making the friend feel as if he was standing on his head have the effect 
of a magic mirror comparable to the serpent eyes of Geraldine: the friend passes 
from innocence to experience, and the fall obviously implies an awareness of 
death. In connection with the allusion to the gates of Hell, we have also seen how 
this awareness is reflected on a rhetorical level. Destroying the binary oppositions 
of reason (fair vs foul, shadows vs substances, self vs non-self), and serving thus 
indeed as an ultimate remedy against "rnetaphysicks," the oscillation between 
signifiers renders Meaning depending on the arbitrary choice of the reader. 

70 Cf. BL, Ch. XII, p. 252. 
71 Ferris, p. 82. 
72BL, Ch. XII, p. 234. 
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Nevertheless, the actual encounter with death has been avoided so far: 
temporality has been repressed under the friend's apparently "recreative" 
discourse and has only kept returning from the deep chasm of intertextual 
references, from the abyss of signifiers. The entrance of the cave, therefore, 
constitutes the "line" that the friend refuses to (tres)pass. Since with the water of 
Lethe, the cave of Trophonius openly refers to the world of Hades. The descent 
would therefore parallel that of Orpheus, but we know that Coleridge's "orphic" 
tale, as opposed to Wordsworth's, is not "divine," but "obscure." 

Furthermore, Ferris fails to mention the fact that the oracle of the cave, in 
contrast with the "heaven-descended know thyself," is generally associated with 
despair. De Quincey, for instance, uses it in a context clearly suggesting 
melancholy: 

I, whose disease it was to meditate too much, and to observe too little, and 
who, upon my first entrance at college, was nearly falling into a deep 
melancholy, from brooding too m~!ch on the sufferings which I had witnessed 
in London. was sufficiently aw.ue oi the tendencies of my own thoughts to do 
all I could to counteract them. - I was, indeed, like a person who, according to 
the old legend, had entered the cave of Trophonius: and the remedies I sought 
were to force myself into society ... (my italics).-' 

The many references found on the Internet give further proofs of the dangers 
inherent in descending into the cave: 

Trophonius (Greek): With his brother Agamedes, legendary architect said to 
have built the temple of Apollo at Delphi. Agamedes was killed by Trophonius 
[ ... ] and later an oracle and cult were dedicated to Trophonius, which included 
descending into a cave to receiYe revel.1tions. The descent was so awe-inspiring 
rhat it -:.:;as said that no one who -:.:zsz:ed :J.,e c.;-:.·e e,.,er smiled agazn.74 

Tropho'nius (Latin): He has ,·isired the c.n-e of Trophonius (Greek). Said of a 
melanchok man. 75 

PROSTRAT!O).", prostration of soul: broken heart; despair; ecwe of despair, cave 
of Trophonius.· 6 

73 Thomas De Quincey, Confessions of an Eng!zsh Opun: £.,:er (Wordsworth Classics, 1994), p. 194. 
74 See www.sackclothandashes.org. 
75 See www.bartleby.com. 
76 See www.bartleby.com. 
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Thus, the profound melancholy of the one that will never be able to laugh again is 
not provoked by the longing for an Ideal once glimpsed (or else, by the awareness 
of the unbridgeable gap between the actual and th e ideal), but by the sudden 
revelation of a Truth which undermines any hope for a better world. 

As far as the reading process is concerned, however, we could hardly assum e 
that the friend, the sympathetic, creative reader who practi sed, even if it proved to 
be "pa inful" (above: "by painful me ans restored from derangement") th e 
m etaphorical reading "required" from him , suddenly turned int o an "indiffer ent," 
"detached" and ironic reader refusing any further ima ginary activity. 

On the one hand, this sudden awakening, this refusal may simply serve as 
link to the next part of the letter, anticipating the attitude of the public. Or else, 
as an exemplification of parab asis, of the "breaking of illu sion " characterising any 
ideal reader hovering betw een "enthusiasm and indifferen ce." In this case, the 
sudden detachment would parall el the act of reflection prop er to Romantic Iron y, 
which destroys the repre sentati on of the "eternal act of creation" in order to keep 
it alive in a potentiality evermore about to be. 

On the other hand , we can also surmise that th ese are the possible dangers of 
th e dark cave that the friend escapes. For the supplic ant does not have to make 
sparks and figured fleshes in the cave, but certain images befall on him, suddenly 
poss ess him, as if against himself. Thus, it is the state of being overwhelmed by 
images which might threaten the reader: it would make it impossible for him to 
recreate signification. As C oleridge claims in Chapt er VI criticising Hartl ey's 
theory of association: "If ther efore we suppose th e absence of all interference of 
the will, reason, and judgement [ ... ] the ideas (or relicts of such impression) will 
exactly imitate the order of the impression itself , whic h must be absolute 
delirium." 77 In other words, instead of the celebrated middle state of the "sanity of 
mind ," the experience of the cave might lead to madn ess, to the contrary opposite 
of "metaphysicks." 

77 BL, Ch. 6, p. 111. Interestingl y, Co leridge gives the followin g illustration: "a young woman [ ... ] 
who could neither read, nor writ e, was seized with ,1 ner,ous fever; during which [ ... ] she becam e 
possessed [ ... ] by a very learned devil. She continued incessantly talkin g Latin, Greek and Hebrew . 
with most distinct enunciation " The solutio n of the phenom enon was later discoYered by the 
ph ysician of the girl: she was the maid of a very leJ rned man, a great Hebraist, who used to read 
aloud to him self from his favourite books. Th e maid, unable to und erstand the words, could still 
reproduce th em in a state of delirium . Thi s example is all the mor e tellin g that the Biog;raphia itself 
can be considered as the sum of Coleridge's miscellaneous reading s, though "blended wit h , and 
modified by" the wi ll. 
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We may take Kubla Khan as a possible analogy: if its speaker could have 
revived the vision in which "images rose up before him as things," 78 due to some 
water of Mnemosyne, he would have built "that dome in air" indeed, but he 
would also have fallen into the abyss of madness: "And all should cry, Beware! 
Beware! / His flashing eyes, his floating hair!" 79 (cf. "When a man mistakes his 
thoughts for persons and things, he is mad. A madman is properly so defined," 
Table Talk, July 25, 18328

~ That is, if the images of memory or dream become 
again real as things, they are considered as pathological illusion, contra-
distinguished from vision: 

Hard to express that sense of the analogy or likeness of a thing which enables a 
symbol to represent it so that we think of the thing itself, yet knowing that the 
thing is not present to us[ ... ] that likeness is not identity ... 81 

Consequently, the actual writing of the poem (as well as the ideal reader-response 
triggered by the imaginary actiYity of the reader) requires a "sanity of mind": the 
midway between "madness" and "metaphysicks." From the moment one cannot 
distinguish ben,:een the real and the imaginary, he loses self-possession, and this 
kind of enchantment is incompatible with the ·workings of the imagination "co-
existing with the conscious will." 

Ob\·iously, however, one does not "drink the milk of Paradise" in the dark 
cave of Trophonius. These are not the "gardens of the Muses" where the inspired 
poet is brought to ecstasy, which ecstasy, on its turn, is recreated by the first 
reader. the rhapsode. Since it seems that the experience of death introduces a gap 
in the magnetic chain of iron rings: it allows to remember the experience but 
makes it impossible to recreate it. For despite the fact that absolute self-knowledge 
(Gnothi seauton) only occurs when the subject faces its own death, death itself 
cannot be turned into profit, the awareness of the dissolution of the self does not 
contribute to the recreation of its unin-. Just like the state of being in ecstasy, it 
implies the complete annihilation of the self. 

As a result, the descent into the dark cave of Trophonius could not engender 
the positive mental movement which would be proper to the achievement of a 
sublime effect: after the "check of the vital forces" provoked by the mind's being 

78 Preface to Kubla Khan. 
79 Kubla Khan. 
80 Quoted by Steven Knapp. Personification ,md the Sublime (Cambridge, ?\lass.: Harvard UP, 1985), 
p. 41. 
81 Coleridge, '"Anima Poetae," quot,ed by Tilottama Rajan, in The Dark interpreter, p. 207. 
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overwhelmed by the ima ges of dissolution, the rational faculties fail, and are 
unable to think the totality that cannot be taken in through the senses. "The 
point of excess for the imagination [ ... ] is like an abyss in which it fears to lose 
itse!f," 82 argues Kant while describing th e effect of the sublime. The images of the 
cave of Trophonius, however, would not only remain excessive for the sensible 
but might even impede the emergence of the "rational idea of the supersensible." 83 

They have to be forgotten for ever. 

READING A GA INST SELF-KNOWLED Gt 

The main axis of friend's first reading is vertical: he discovers paradigmatic, 
metaphorical relati onships (between the gothic church and th e gothic story), 
changes between depths and surfaces ("what I had supposed substances were thinned 
away into shadows, while every where shadows were deepened into substances"), and 
alludes to int ert exts undermining surfa ce meanings. Thus, th e friend's illustrations 
spatialise (gothic church) an essentially temporal experience (gothic story), that is, 
the passage from innocence to experi enc e, from a false assumption to a true 
revelation and, ultimat ely , from text w meaning is pr esented as if it was a 

. . 
v1s10nary exp enen ce. 

The public, on the other hand, wou ld read through a horizontal or 
syntagmatic axis: "you have been obliged to omit so many links," it "holds che same 
relation in abstruseness to Plotinus, as Plotin us does to Plato," "you will be rem ind ed 
of Bzshop Berk ley's Siris, which, beginni ng with Tar, ends with the Trinity." The 
latter example is all the more characteristic because, as th e editor's not e informs 
us, Berkley's Siris is subtitled: "A Chain of Philosophical Reflections ... " 
Meanwhile, the analogy bennen the pages and Sir is is based on not hing else but 
contiguity: since the "links" constituting any act of reading are missing, the 
indifferent "public" can only see that both works are about something else than 
what they promise to be. Furthermore, whereas the public could indeed consider 
the "author" of the pages as being essentially similar to Plotinu s or Plato (and 
conclude themselves "ignorant of his und erstanding" 84

) they would not notice but 

82 Kant , CJ, p. 107. 
83 Cf. Kant, CJ, p. 107: "[ ... ] is like an abyss in wh1c:h it fears to lose itself: yet again for the rational 
idea of the supersensible it is not excessive, but coniormable to law." 
84 Cf. BL, Ch. XII, p. 233: "I have be en re-pernsing with the best energi es oi my mind the Tima eus 
of PLATO. \v'ha tever I co mpreh ended, impresses me with .1 reverential sense of the author's genius; 
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a superficial analogy, the same "abstruseness" in the works. Thus, the metonymic 
reading (which obviously imply the lack of any suspension of disbelie~ fails to 
engender a conversion similar to the friend's. Instead of feeling the reversal of every 
ground, they would not see85 but fragments. We cannot forget, however, that the 
unconnected, syntagmatic reading of the incomprehensive (i.e. "indifferent") public 
may be safer than the paradigmatic reading of the comprehensive friend. 

If we compare the introduction of the friend in chapter XIII of the 
Biographia to the friends evoked by the conversation poems, 86 we may notice that 
the physical absence of the imaginary other, who, in each conversation poem 
except Effusion turns out to be Coleridge's "better self," is more problematic in 
the Biographia: here, the other, or second self is represented by a letter. This 
implies, on the one hand, that he is "responsive," or else, reflective: as if the 
appearance of an "esemplastic" and friendly eye could endow with an identity the 
fragmented, effusive writing self. On the other hand, however, the letter also 
introduces an "absence": there is both a temporal and a spatial gap between the 
writing and the reading selves who never act simultaneously. 

LETTER OP HO BIA 

"On 17 September, 1815, urged on by a frantic 
Morg,m, he wrote directly to John Gutch [his 
publisher] about the cause of the slipped deadline. He 
apo!og1sed for his 'accursed Letterophobia"' 87 

The Biographia as an autobiographical narration can be regarded, following de 
Man, 88 as an extended prosopopeia (a trope ascribing a voice to the absent, the 
inanimate or the dead), a discourse of self-restoration by which one's name is 
made intelligible and memorable as a face. The face is therefore not given, but is 
given by an act of language, by the figure of the prosopopeia. However, 

but there is a considerable portion of the "·ork, to which I can attach no consistent meaning. [ ... ] 
Therefore, utterlv b.1ffled in all my attempts to understand the ignorance of Plato, I CONCLUDE 
\lYSELf IGNORANT OF f-!1S CNDERSTANDl'-;C 

85 Cf. Dejection, an Ode: "I see, not feel, how beautiful ther are!" 
86 For the discussion of Coleridge's conversation poems see Timar, "Conversing Signs." 
87 Richard Holmes, Darker Reflections, p. 4:4. 
88 Paul de :.Ian, "Autobiography as De-F.1cemcnt," The Rhetorics of Romanticism (New York: 
Columbia uP, 1984) 67-83. 
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ANDREA TIMAR 

Words are too awful an instrument for good and evil to be trifled with: they 
hold above all other external powers a dominion over thoughts. [ ... ] Language, 
if it do not uphold, and feed, and leave in quiet, like the power of gravitation 
or the air we breathe, is a counter-spirit, unremittingly and noiselessly at work 
to derange, to subvert, to lay waste, to vitiate, and to dissolve. 89 

Though de Man quotes only the first part of this paragraph by Wordsworth in 
order to point to the dangers inherent in writing, 90 Wordsworth's last sentence 
("to derange, to subvert ... to dissolve") interestingly parallels the definition the 
Secondary Imagination. And if language, as it has been remarked above, 
"dissolves, diffuses and dissipates" in order to be "recreated" or brought to an 
(artificial) unity through reading, the Biographia, similarly to the conversation 
poems, also seems to point to Coleridge's insatiable desire for an ideal receiver 
who can rescue the Book, the autobiography or the would-be representativ e of an 
integral consciousness from the dangers of an endlessly pr oliferating text - even at 
th e expense of the fact that the (re)creation of a me aning from the chaos of 
signifiers ("each seem'd either") cannot be but artificial ("every where shadows 
were deepen ed int o substances") and clear!)· entail s repression. We may 
nevertheless bear in mind that not on lr the "author" of the Biographia can be 
considered as a prosopopeia, but the posited reader as well: the friend himself is 
n ot hing else but a figure. And if the friend does not exist but in and by the 
"letter," he is the very language that "deranges, subverts" and, ultimately 
"dissolves." Hence, though the figure of the reader violates the text in order to 
end ow it with a meaning and though this violation amounts inde ed to mutilation 
and, eventually, to the effacement of the chaos of signifiers, reading itself still 
remains a text which "diffuses, dissolve s and dissipates," _,_·aiting for other readers 
to recreate (violate and mutilate) it - as _...e did. 

As a result, though the asking for the "friend's" opinion, as well as his 
fictitious response addressing "Dear C," dramatises the image of the self - the 
resp onsive "I" (cf. eye) necessarily implies the existence of a "you" (" You ask my 
opinwn concerning your Chapter") - textuality, or the succession of effusive (or 
"diffusive") writing and "recreative" reading fails to am ount to the potentially 

89 \V ordsworth, "Essays Upon Epitaphs III," in: ]he Prose Works of William Wordsworth, eds. W. J. 
B. Owen & Jane Worthington Smyser (Oxford: Clarendon, 1974), Vol. 2, pp 84-85. 
90 Cf. Paul de Man, "Autobiography as De-Facem em, " p. 81: "as soon as we understand pro sopopeia 
as the positing of a voice or face by means of language [we conclude that] it deprives and disfigures 
to the precise extent that it restores." 
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IMAGINATION DISCONNECTED 

synthetic power of the Secondary Imagination: correspondence, in its literal sense, 
fails to yield (self-)identity. Since although the fact that the relationship between 
the two selves cannot be but dialogical could well imply (self-)knowledge ("the 
heaven-descended know thyself"), the predicament that the succession of the two 
selves, instead of turning into an endless alteration, oscillation or else, into the 
celebrated state of the "hovering between," actually leads to the effacement of one 
party seems to render the attempt at (self-)understanding impossible. 
Furthermore, the fact that the dangerous passage to be repressed in the Biographia 
is nothing else but the potential "other" or "stranger" in oneself, an "other" clearly 
challenging the belief in the "Infinite I AM," reveals, similarly to the conversation 
poems, that the Coleridgean texts do not propose to resolve the interrelated 
problems of textual hermeneutics, of self-knowledge and the possibility of 
understanding an other human being by _simply declaring "there is One life within 
us and abroad."": 

EPILOG'-E 

Coleridge himself has never written the pages to be withdrawn "in consequence of 
this wry judicious letter." Neither did he mean the insertion of the letter 
'seriously,' nor did he take the figure of the friend literally. Is not it nonsensical to 
analyse a passage that does not even exist? 

By way of conclusion, we shall re-evoke Socrates's mask: 

Socratic irony is the only involuntary and yet completely deliberate 
dissimulation. [ ... ] It is a Yery good sign when the harmonious bores are at loss 
about how they should react to this continuous self-parody, when they 
fluctuate endlessly between belief and disbelief until they get dizzy and take 
what is meant as a joke seriously and what is meant seriously as a joke. 

(Friedrich Schlegel, Critical Fragments, 108)92 

91 Cf. Effusion. 
92K. M. Wheeler, ed., German Aesthetics ,md Literary Criticism (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1984), 
p. 43. 
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